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tHe distant future. eartH is under tHe rule of rutHless land barons. 
tHe barons and tHeir CoHorts live lives of luxury in tHe Clouds, tHe 
masses live on an eartH Covered in junk.  

but a Hero Has emerged: a Cobbled-togetHer samurai robot witH tHe brain 
of a 21st Century teenager, and Powered by a ’53 Corvette raCing engine. His 
Partner: tHe disembodied Head of a young sCientist witH a PaCk rat mentality.
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eartH, far into tHe future.
All energy is renewable: sun, wind, 
water, bio-fuel, geo-thermal. 90 
percent of the Earth is covered 
in switch grass... and outmoded, 
discarded junk. We are an advanced, 
high-tech agrarian society free of 
pollution, awash in renewable energy, 
and living under a fully-repaired 
ozone layer.

it sHould be a utoPian world, exCePt...
The world is run by a handful of powerful land 
barons... every one of them a clownishly evil jerk. 
They have built “cities in the sky” supported by 
massive metal towers and connected by elevated, 
super-speed highways. The barons and the “elite” 
of society (i.e. the barons’ families and friends) live 
in stainless steel castle-like cities on island “hubs” 
connected by the superhighways. The barons TAX 
everything used by the people including sun, wind, 
air, water... if it touches the ground, the barons 
tax it. Taxes are not paid in money... they’re paid in 
crops and labor - and they will never grow enough 
crops, or work hard enough to pay their taxes. The 
people are eternally in debt to the barons. The 
barons were in complete control until HE appeared.

tHe six-Cylinder samurai



wHo is tHe six-Cylinder samurai? 
He’s a robot, he’s a car, he’s a samurai, and he’s a 
wise-ass TEENAGER! He was built by Dr. Kenneth 
“Kenny” Tesla, a brilliant young scientist who is 
nothing but a head. The Southwest Baron took 
Kenny’s body when he refused to pay his taxes.

Kenny wants his body back. He wants to help the 
poor people of Earth. He wants to bring down 
the barons.

So he built a robot out of salvaged auto parts 
and the engine from a 1953 Chevrolet Corvette. 
He then downloaded every bit of information on 
samurais and the Samurai Code – including 21st 
century video games featuring martial arts.
Somewhere in that gaming code was the life and 
personality of a 16-year-old human teenager. 
A feisty, raucous, self-possessed, optimistic, 
wisecracking teenager. 

Kenny named him Chevvy.
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Chevvy is strong enough to pull a train car, can go 135 mph on two 
wheels, 220 mph if he’s in “car mode,” gets 500 miles to the gallon, 
and “eats” fuel -- which can be any bio-degradable substance 
from switch grass to recycled french fry grease (Chevvy prefers 
the french fry grease). 

Chevvy fully embraces his powers and attributes. He doesn’t want 
to be a “real” boy. He sincerely believes he is the coolest thing on 
two or four wheels. He’s got that teenage “indestructible” attitude 
and he loves being the big hero. Most of all, he likes impressing 
teenage girls – and they are ALWAYS impressed.

Besides his programming, Kenny equipped Chevvy with the latest, 
hi-tech, non-lethal weaponry of his own weird designs – and a 
light-based flaming samurai sword that can cut through the 
engine block of a Mack truck. 

Chevvy is a futuristic, automotive Robin Hood/Star Lord/
Daredevil defending the helpless citizenry against the greedy and 
powerful barons of the Earth.
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CHaraCters
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CHevvy
He’s a robot, he’s a car, he’s a samurai, he’s a wisecracking hero, he’s a teenager. 
This “Six-Cylinder Samurai” is the peoples’ best hope to battle and defeat the all-
powerful barons and return the Earth and its energies to the people. Yeah… he can 
do that.

As long as he doesn’t run out of fuel. Chevvy’s system can turn any biodegradable 
matter into piston-pumping fuel. But “bio-degradable” can mean anything from 
switch grass to soybeans, corn, cruciferous vegetables, or garbage. It is not 
unusual for Chevvy to “graze” before a battle.

Chevvy does not kill the enemy – he defeats them. His favorite 
weapon is his flaming samurai sword, which he uses to disable the 
vehicles of his enemies. Chevvy does not kill people, he mangles 
their vehicles and weapons. He loves to literally face off with one of 
the Baron’s men and their liquid-metal vehicles, driving headlong 
into battle, transforming from two-wheel teenage robot into full-
on, sword-wielding sportscar as he charges forward.

 Chevvy is also equipped with a fully-operational music system. He 
likes to crank his tunes during battle. He’s got “shuffle” mode, too. 
Kenny is currently copying his irreplaceable collection of 70s and 
80s heavy metal music for Chevvy. Chevvy fights better when he 
has his music.  Motorhead’s “IRON FIST” album got him through the 
legendary TUCSON CONFLICT without a scratch.

Chevvy has “flashbacks” – memories from the actual life of a boy 
who was downloaded into him. Eventually, Chevvy will understand 
what these “blips” are and that these memory-flashbacks 
actually make him WHO he is – Chevvy IS the boy whose life was 
downloaded onto a data disk.
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dr. kennetH “kenny” tesla
Is DR. KENNETH “KENNY” TESLA related to the 20th 
century genius inventor/visionary Nicola Tesla? Who 
knows? Kenny likes to think they’re related but he can’t 
prove it. However, like Tesla, Kenny is definitely “eccentric.” 

Kenny is both a scientist and an archivist. The barons 
destroyed all recorded history centuries ago; Kenny is sure 
that if he can “excavate” that history he can piece together 
how the barons came to power and how to defeat them. “To 
move forward we must look backwards!” is Kenny’s motto.

To that end, Kenny has become a scavenger. Anything old 
and unusual MUST be preserved! That’s why Kenny had an 
old Corvette engine. Kenny’s hidden underground bunker/
lab/garage/home is filled with any and every piece of 
antiquated junk imaginable. Kenny has the most extensive 
collection of 20th century 70s and 80s heavy metal music 
on the planet.

Kenny is just a head. His body was taken when he failed to 
pay his taxes (that was the “excuse” the Baron used). The 
loss of his body didn’t stop Kenny: using robotic systems 
he successfully re-attached his head to a four-legged, 
spiderlike mechanical body.

But Kenny’s head isn’t stuck on his spider body – Kenny 
thinks too big for that. Kenny has an array of weird vehicles 
into which he can screw his head and fight alongside 
Chevvy. Unfortunately, screwing his head into different 
machine makes Kenny dizzy.

Kenny is a scientist, sensei and mechanic extraordinaire.

One other thing: Kenny has a long lock of hair. Don’t mess 
with Kenny’s hair. Kenny sees his hair as the last vestige of 
his humanity. It’s weird, but it’s all he’s got.
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kate Hills
She’s 16. She’s tough. She’s too smart for Cloud City – she wants justice, not a pair of designer shoes. She’s got a secret and it’s BIG. 
She’s Baron Hills’ daughter. When the Baron exiled Kate’s nanny, Rose (the only person Kate ever thought loved her), Kate felt she had
no choice but to leave Cloud City and find Rose. However, she isn’t an experienced pod pilot and the aircraft crashed in a massive pile
of junk. She dragged herself out, messy and confused. She found and old WWI leather aviator’s helmet and goggles and put them on 
to disguise herself. Then she stepped right into the middle of a battle between Chevvy and the Sheriff. Chevvy had to save her. He took 
her back to their headquarters and, demonstrating the fighting skills taught to her by Rose, she quickly became a member of their 
team.

Kate is new to the surface. We see this strange land through her eyes. The injustice on the  surface is more intense for her because she 
has known the luxury of Cloud City. Kate keeps her identity secret from Chevvy and the others – but it’s clear to the team that Kate 
knows a lot about Cloud City. It helps their cause, but it also raises some suspicions.

Kate calls Chevvy on all his bravado – and she can be as big a smartass as Chevvy. 
The two quickly develop the comradery of battling, arguing siblings who would not 
hesitate to sacrifice themselves for the other. Nina and Kate are the best of friends – 
it’s good to have another young woman to talk to.

All the time Kate is with Chevvy and Kenny she is secretly looking for Rose. Whoever 
the mysterious Rose is, it’s clear Rose trained Kate’s heart, soul and mind to battle 
her father’s legions.

Kenny eventually builds Kate her own vehicle – a “tumbler” dune buggy that, no 
matter what, always lands on its four wheels.
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nina
is an android in the same mode as Chevvy – except that she’s not a samurai… SHE’S A NINJA, 
and she’s not a car – SHE’S A MOTORCYCLE . How would you feel if you thought you were unique 
only to find someone just like you – someone you find VERY ATTRACTIVE! That’s how Chevvy 
feels about Nina. Chevvy and Nina really, really like each other BUT there’s no time for romance 
in this harsh realm. 

Nina is an experimental robot that was built by the Baron’s scientists. She is made of liquid metal, 
but she never worked properly. There was something wrong with her programming. So they 
deactivated her and dumped her on Earth with the rest of the junk. But the chemicals, gases, and 
odd assortment of metals had an effect on Nina – they resurrected her into a ninja warrior for justice. 
But there is something dark and sinister lurking inside Nina’s programming.

Nina was built by the Baron TO DESTROY CHEVVY! 

She was designed to appeal to Chevvy, to lure him to his doom. So far, Nina’s negative programming
has not surfaced… but it’s there and even Nina is not aware of it… yet. Nina is designed like a traditional Japanese 
ninja AND like a traditional “ninja-bike” – a high-performance motorcycle. Both Nina and her motorcycle-self are sleek, shiny and 
black. When she’s in android mode, Nina has wheels instead of feet (just like Chevvy) and beautiful, shining black eyes. Like Chevvy, Nina 
is a teenager with all the weird insecurities and sense of immortality.

Kenny wants to run tests on Nina to see how she works. Nina won’t do it – that’s too “de-humanizing.” Like Chevvy, Nina sees herself 
as a “real” person – she doesn’t like anyone suggesting she’s just a machine.

Nina and Kate are good friends. And Nina tells Kate EVERYTHING about Chevvy.
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buZZ
He’s a 20th century biker/
trucker type with a bandana 
on his head and an earring in 
his left “lobe.” His hands are 
equipped with metal-cutting 
buzz saws. Buzz is like the guy 
you hate to see walk into a 
bar… because he’s ALWAYS 
looking for a fight.

yoriCk
He’s a car that’s mostly a chromium skull. There’s a metal hand on top 
of Yorick’s skull – it’s not ornamental, it is a fully-functional, massive 
metal hand that can smash anything in front of Yorick. It’s blazing fast! 
Yorick, himself, is a brooding pessimist. He always expects the worst. 
And whenever the worst happens he’s the first to say, “I told you so.” 
Fortunately, Yorick is wrong most of the time.

longHorn
He’s a “cowboy” car with steer horns on his grill that are made from salvaged 
liquid metal. His horns can bend, stretch, whip, and grab. He goes into every 
battle like he’s entering a rodeo.
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tHe soutHwest baron 
Tall, intimidating, ruthless, ACQUISITIVE, he wants to own and control 
everything. He owns more land than any of the Earth’s other barons. But 
even that is not enough. He is furious that he has lost his most valuable 
“possession”... his daughter. 

He is determined to destroy the Six-Cylinder Samurai – he can’t have 
someone around whom he can’t control. And the samurai likes to destroy 
those things that the Baron loves most – his fleet of liquid-metal vehicles 
and the law-keepers who pilot them. Worse, Chevvy likes to play “Robin 
Hood” and raid the baron’s warehouses of food and mechanical parts, 
hook a trailer to his samurai butt, and distribute it to the hungry people 
and the outcast, tech-starved A.I. cars.

The Baron’s #1 mission for his Sheriff is to find his daughter Kate and 
bring her back to Cloud City. But don’t be fooled, it’s not out of love, 
she’s simply one of his possessions! Losing Kate makes him look weak to 
the other Barons – and weakness is not an option if you’re a baron.

Baron Hills has no idea that Kate is working with Chevvy and Kenny 
– but he does know there is a young human in their ranks and she is 
devastating in battle.
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tHe sHeriff of tHe soutHwest
The Baron’s chief “enforcer,” the Sheriff is 
a large, hulking “mandroid” (half man/half 
android) who will do absolutely everything the 
Baron commands him to do. 

AND WITH GUSTO!!!

Want a town intimidated? Send in the Sheriff. 
Want a town eliminated!? Send in the Sheriff. 
Need taxes collected? Send in the Sheriff. 

Unfortunately, there is one draw-back to 
being the Baron’s henchman: one tends to lose 
body parts in “confrontations.” The Sheriff has 
lost enough parts that he is now more than 
50 percent mechanical. The Sheriff has never 
faced an opponent like the samurai. He sees 
him as his first worthy adversary. The Sheriff 
now has a “quest:” to humble and defeat the 
samurai NO MATTER WHAT THE COST!!!

The Sheriff has his own, personal, liquid-
metal vehicle that he controls by plugging 
his mechanical arm into the dashboard. His 
mechanical arm also gives him the power to 
leap into any A.I. car on the surface, plug in his 
arm, and take total (evil) control of the car.
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tHe sHeriff’s goons

The Sheriff’s Goons are an endless collection of 
brutes who are good at following orders. They are 
far too dim-witted to be anything but goons. Their 
strength is in their numbers and their advanced-
tech, liquid-metal vehicles. They do know they 
are lucky to be living in Cloud City and their 
obedience to the Sheriff is what keeps them there.
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outlaws
There are two kinds of 
outlaws: wild buckaroos 
who steal from the Baron, 
and wild buckaroos who 
find it safer to steal from 
the already-poor citizens. 
Occasionally, the samurai 
will have to face these 
outlaws and either “deal” 
with them, or join forces with 
them against the baron.
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One of the reasons the people on the surface hate it when the 
Baron closes the solar panels is – WHEN IT GETS PITCH BLACK, 
THE SLUDGE MONSTERS COME OUT. 

The sludge monsters are mindless, viscous creatures that were 
created by the combination of junk, chemicals, and other assorted 

discarded dangerous elements dumped on the planet. They can 
only come out when it is pitch black. Even the light of the moon 
holds them at bay. They hate any and all light. Therefore, the perfect 
weapon against them is a spotlight or… a pair of headlights on a car. 
These creatures are soulless, destructive, scary creatures. 
You don’t beat them, you destroy them.

tHe sludge monsters
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CitiZens of tHe Clouds
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CitiZens on tHe surfaCe
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CitiZens on tHe surfaCe
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Panel dwellers
The panels serve another purpose – they are a 
barrier between the low living Earth dwellers and 
the citizens of Cloud City. Nobody wants the riff-
raff from the planet’s surface in their nice, clean 
modern city and the panels keep them out.

The panels must be maintained and that is done 
by PANEL DWELLERS . These humans literally 
work on the panels, keeping them functional. But 
they are NOT allowed in Cloud City. However, 
many Earth dwellers see Panel Dwellers as 
working for the Baron.

Panel Dwellers live better than Earth dwellers, but 
not by much. Panel Dwellers live in hanging huts 
that are suspended under the panels – thousands 
of feet off the ground.
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Cloud City
loCations
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Cloud City
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tHe baron’s tHrone room
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tHe world below
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CHevvy’s seCret HQ - wHere Heroes eat and keeP tHeir stuff
The secret headquar-
ters/home/garage/labo-
ratory for Chevvy and 
Kenny are located inside 
an ancient (early 1960s 
United States) diner. As 
an avid archeologist, 
Kenny finds this place 
PERFECT! The jukebox 
works. The kitchen is 
fully functional. Kenny 
likes to make French 
fries in the deep fryer – 
and Chevvy likes to drink 
the old French fry oil… 
it’s his favorite form of 
fuel.

The large, comfortable 
red plastic booths are 
big enough for Chevvy 
and his car buddies to 
gather, chat, and relax. 
The big booth in the back 
is where Kenny plans 
their next attack on the 
Sheriff and Barons. The 
walk-in freezer at the 
back of the kitchen is 
the group’s SAFE ROOM. 
There isn’t much that can get through those thick steel walls… and it keeps beverages cold and refreshing! Underneath the diner is a vast 
storage area/garage/laboratory/parking garage.

Kenny keeps all his record albums and vintage car parts down here. It is a fully-equipped mechanic’s garage, complete with grease pit. 
Kenny keeps all his record albums and vintage car parts down here. One wall of the laboratory is lined with tall storage lockers – this is 
where Kenny keeps his various robotic bodies. Chevvy has his bedroom down here. There are signs warning Kenny and the others to KEEP 
OUT! Chevvy keeps all the stuff he loves down here – 20th century toy action figures, several working arcade games, stacks of 21st cen-
tury comic books, and his walls are covered with his own drawings of Nina. 
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six-Cylinder samurai – series overview 
Each episode is 22-minutes, but will be structured so that 
they can be split into two 11-minute episodes (a two-part 
episode). 

Each episode will have a “stand-alone” story, but there is also 
a story arc for the first 26/52 episodes. 

During the episodes, Kate will be searching for her former 
nanny, the mysterious Rose, and by the end of the series they 
will meet. At that time Kate and her friends will discover that 
Rose had trained Kate to become the person she is now – a 
warrior with a love of justice. Baron Hills will slowly start to 
suspect that the “young human” working with Chevvy is his 
daughter – which enrages him and obsesses him.

Nina’s dark programming – to destroy Chevvy – will start to 
surface and disrupt her affection for Chevvy. She will, at one 
time, attack Chevvy and there will be a reckoning between 
her programming and her affection for Chevvy. 

And between battles with villains from above Chevvy is 
coming to terms with the boy whose memories keep invading 
Chevvy’s “brain.” WHO did Kenny download? WHO is Chevvy 
becoming?
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stories
1. PILOT.  While Chevvy, Nina, Kenny and the Gearheads 
take on the massive forces of the Baron on the ground. Up 
in Cloud City, the Baron is having other kinds of problems. 
He has just exiled his daughter’s (Kate’s) nanny, Rose, and 
Kate has run away to join her. Unfortunately, Kate flies 
too close to the battle on the ground and her vehicle is 
damaged. When she comes out of the crash, she finds 
herself in the middle of the battle – fighting on Chevvy’s 
side. Why? Because Chevvy was the only one who even 
attempted to save her – he MUST be the good guy. An al-
liance is formed, but Kate decides NOT to tell anyone who 
her father is – it’s just too soon for her to trust anyone.

2. To trap Chevvy the Sheriff covertly stages a formula 
1-like race for the thinking cars on Earth. It has a mas-
sive prize, and the Sheriff knows the teenage-egocentric 
samurai will not be able to resist entering. Everyone 
knows it’s a trap - even Chevvy... BUT HE CAN ’T RESIST 
AND HE KNOWS HE CAN WIN! He attempts a disguise, 
sincerely believing he can compete undetected, but he 
doesn’t make it past the first heat before he’s discovered. 
Now he’s got to escape... during the race… which has been 
booby-trapped by the Sheriff!

3. The Baron traps a junkyard mutation - a creature that 
causes metal to rust and decay. He wants to use it to 
destroy Chevvy and his friends. Unfortunately, the Baron 
made a massive mistake – he cannot contain the creature 
and it attacks the highways and pillars that support the 
Baron’s territory. Chevvy has to stop the creature - not to 
save the Baron, but to stop the Baron’s highways, panels 
and Cloud City from crashing down on the people be-
low. His biggest support comes from Kate – who seems 
to know a lot about how the city is operated, which gives 
Kenny, Nina and Chevvy pause… who is Kate and why does 
she know so much about the Cloud City?
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4. Kenny allows himself to be captured by the Sheriff. Why? So that he’s put in the high-security mobile prison - a prison that never stops 
moving and is pulled by a massive, UNSTOPPABLE HOVER-TRUCK. Kenny works his magic on the inside of the prison while Chevvy, Nina 
(who uses all her ninja programming) and Kate work to break INTO the prison because the prison is filled with the enemies of the Baron, 
and Kenny and Chevvy are going to set them free.

5. Chevvy is breaking down. He needs a new carburetor. Kenny doesn’t have the right make and model. However, there is a new junkyard 
the Baron has just established and it’s loaded with antique automotive parts. Kate knows how to get them in (once again, Kate knows more 
that she should), but it’s going to be difficult getting out - the junkyard is filled with dangerous mutations and patrolled by the Sheriff and 
his deputies. And Chevvy is not at his samurai best.

6. While Chevvy and Kenny are raiding one of the Baron’s warehouses, Kenny’s latest robotic body is destroyed. To keep Kenny alive, Chev-
vy attaches his head to Chevvy’s body. They need to escape now - but suddenly Chevvy’s body has TWO BRAINS running it, and Kenny is 
convinced he knows how to be a samurai BETTER than Chevvy does.

7. Kate has heard rumors of her nanny living in a remote junk-mining community. She takes off without telling anyone, but Chevvy and 
Nina quickly discover her departure and rush out to find her. Why? Because, out in the wastelands, there is a MASSIVE HABOOB (dust 
storm) forming. Kate will never survive on her own. But when Chevvy and Nina finally reach Kate – so does the haboob. It’s going to take 
the best of all three of them to make it through this storm.

8. During a battle, Nina receives a severe electrical shock. It seems to scramble her brains for a moment, but then she’s fine. However, 
she’s NOT fine, her original programming is re-starting. No one knows where Nina came from or who built her – but they’re about to learn 
the truth… THE HARD WAY . Nina was built by the Baron’s scientists and programmed for one thing only… DESTROY CHEVVY. The Baron 
dumped her on Earth when she didn’t work properly. Now Kenny, Chevvy and Kate have to battle the most dangerous robot ninja on Earth 
so as to recode her programming and bring her back to “normal.”
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